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Malene stratigraphy and late Archaean structure: new data from
Ivisartoq, inner Godthåbsfjord, southern West Greenland

Brian Chadwick

This report summarises the principal results of a six-week study of some critical areas in
Ivisårtoq (part of the Ivisårtoq region, 65 V. 2 Nord; fig. 1) by a two-man expedition (the
writer and his undergraduate assistant) during the summer of 1985, aperiod of exceptionally
good weather. Dur objective was to complete the field programme of a team from the Uni
versity of Exeter (Chadwick et al., 1983; Brewer et al., 1984) which had been seriously dis
rupted by bad weather in 1983. The main thrust of the field work in 1985 was to investigate
the geometry of the late Archaean system of dornes of gneisses and intervening synclinal
cusps of Malene supracrustal rocks which dominates the structure of Ivisårtoq (figs 1,2). The
fjeld mapping revealed important new details, not only of the structure but also of the Mal
ene stratigraphy and the emplacement of granitic and basaltic magmas during the devel
opment of the system of dornes and synclines.

Systematic geological investigations in the Ivisårtoq region began in 1976 (Allaart et al.,
1977) and important contributions have been made by Hall & Friend (1979, 1983), Hall
(1980, 1981) and Friend et al. (1981). Some preliminary results of investigations by the Exe
ter team have been reported by Brewer et al. (1984), Chadwick (1985), and Coe & Robert
son (1984). Details of isotopic ages and petrogenesis of the gneisses and late Arehaean gra
nites have been reported by Robertson (1985, in press).

Malene stratigraphy

The most eomplete section of the Malene stratigraphy is preserved in the southem limb of
the asymmetric syncline in southem Ivisårtoq (figs 1,2,3,4). The attenuation of the strat
igraphy on the northem limb (fig. 3) may be an effeet of rapid variation in the original thick-
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ncss af the volcanic pile, or il mny be the result of thinning or slicing of the succession an
low-angic slides (TI,1'2; figs 2,3) rclated to carly horizontal tcctonic interlcaving.

The section of tlle stratigraphy an tlle southern limb (fig. 4) is dominated by variably de
formed 3mphibolites, many af which preserve pillow structures. The amphibolites in central
sourhern ivisartoq may be subdivided into a younger and an alder group separated by a thin
(c. 10 m), but important, marker (figs J ,4) af caic·silicate rocks and paie grey-green chloritic
schists locally witll a smalt-scalc Icnticular slructurc suggesting that the original asscmblagc
inc1uded lapilli tuffs. The marker is commanly rich in disseminated fine-grained magnetite.
DisscminatcJ suiphides, most ly pyrite but inc1uding cha1copyrite, are COI11 Illa n in some pnrts
af the marker. The marker has been trnced over a strike iength af 7 km (fig. l), but its sig
nificance was not recognised untillate in the mapping progrnmme and it may persist turther
to the east. The djstinctian between the two major graups af amphibaliles elsewhere in lv
isartoq requires further, mOre detailed mapping. AU the lithologics in the Malene scqucncc
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in Ivis[utoq have been pcrvasively metamorphoscd to high grade (Hall, 1981), but cffeets of
rerrogressioll to low-grade assemblagcs are common, being most intense adjaccm to faults.

Tlle younger group uf amphibolites which overlies the magnelite-rich marker (figs 1,3,4)
is charactcrisecl by variably deformcd pillow structures with locally abllndant diopside and
epidote. Cores of pillows are commonly replaced by assemblages rich in diopsidc and epi
dote. and discorc1ant skarns af diorsidc~cpiJote-garnet-carboniltcarc evident on many oul
erops. Skarns up to IO m thiek with slleets ol' impurc grcy marble are loeally prominent in the
amphibulitcs immedialely above the magnetite-rich marker and elsewhere. Pillow structurcs
are also relativdy common in ultramafic amphibolites in (he younger group. Thcse ultra
mafie amphibolites are similar to those with komatiitie composition reported by Hall (J980).
This type of amphibolite is com mon in sOllth Jvisartoq and it appears that komatiites may
have played a more significant role in the Malene volcanism than has been evident hitherto.
In some instanccs the pillow structures in the tholciitic (Hall, 1981) and komatiitic amphi-
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bolires reveal the srratigrapbic sequence. but most are toa cteforrnect to be useful as inctica
tors af way-up.

Shccts uf mctamorphoscJ pcridotitc rich in oiivine and lrcmalite arc camman in tnc youn
ger group af amphibolites. ThTec principal shccts (I-III, fig. I) form valuablc structural
markers traceahle along strike for many kilo metres, commonlyas trains af large houdins up

to 600 m lang separared by necks af pegmatite or pillowed ampbibolite. Tlleir persistenee

along strike is remarkable because the sheets are rarely thicker than 50 m except in the cores

uf regional folds wherc thcy form large mullions, for example in lhc area af lhc 1217 m sum
mit.

Contacts with tile pillowed amhibolitcs are sharp, in same Instances with seams of impure

marble at the base ofthe shects (fig. 4), ar they are sheared with developrnent of dark green
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chloritc-amphibole schists. The sheets loeally grade up into gabbro wilh a distlnctive spotty
texture af small aggregates af hornblende prisllls set in a feldspathie matrix. This type af
gabbro persists for lang distances at thc (op af pcridotite l (figs 1,4). Differentiation into
gabbro and the presellCc of smalt mushroom-shaped apophyses af gabbro at the lUp af same
shccts confirm previous suggestions that tlle peridotites \vere intruded as sills (Brc\Vcr el al..

1984). Some af tbe thin gabbl"Os at tlle top of the peridotite shccts are ovcrlain by 2-3 m of
rusty pyritolls quartz-mica-feldspar scllists, a relation suggesting that magmatic injection \\I<lS

controlled hy a pre-cxisting shcct af sediment. Field evidence for an intrusive origin is at

variance with the textures and Mg-ridl compositioJl of olivine in similar Malene pcridotitcs
elsewllere in the Ivisårtoq region which ted Crewe (1984) to suggesl that tlle peridotites were
Ilwlltle residua. a view similar to that ofFricnd & Hughcs 0978) who conclLJded that cenain
spinel-bearing peridotites in pillowcd amphibolitc at Ravns Stor0 may represent tectonically
empl<:lced portions of upper mantie. Tlle field evidence in Ivisartoq cannot bc reconci!cd
with tectonic cmplacement but il r<lises important issues concerning the tcmpcraturc and
compositioll of the injected Illagmas.

Whilst gabbro oecurs as a dilTerentiate at the top of some sheets of peridotite, it is more
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common as low-angle sheets within the pillowed amphibolites of both groups. These sheets
are relatively thin (10-30 m), but larger lenticular bodies, perhaps thickened tectonically,
are found locally. One of these lenticular bodies in south-west Ivisårtoq contains a wide
spread concentration of fine-grained magnetite disserninated in a matrix of green amphi
bole: metamorphic reaction has locally given rise to coarse garnet cored by magnetite. Most
of the gabbros are medium grained with a spotty texture forrned by small aggregates of horn
blende set in a matrix dominated by plagioclase. The aggregates are commonly elongated
parallel to axes of folds parasitic on the regional syncline (KSS, fig. 2). The gabbros are
mafic, but some are paie with plagioclase more abundant than hornblende. Some of the thin
ner sheets of gabbro contain aggregates of plagioclase variably altered to epidote. In a few
instances the aggregates contain interstitial hornblende suggesting they are xenoliths of
anorthosite or leucogabbro. The aggregates are abundant in some sheets and may be con
centrated in the lower part. Similar aggregates are common in discordant amphibolites lack
ing the spotty texture. Many of these amphibolites are similar in appearance to the C Amer
alik dykes (Chadwick, 1981) which characterise the Amitsoq gneisses. Discordant relations
show that some of these amphibolites and gabbros are younger than the sheets of peridotite,
although they are all presumed to be related genetically to the Malene volcanism.

Amphibolites of the older group below the magnetic marker are more mafic than those
above. Deformation is also more intense in the older group and consequently primary struc
tures are less distinct. In a few instances relics of pillow structure are discernible and pillow
breccias appear to be common in parts of the group immediately below the magnetic
marker. Ultramafic schists rich in amphibole are prominent in parts of the older group, but
olivine-tremolite peridotites, common in the younger group, are rare. Calc-silicate-rich and
carbonate-rich skarns are also less common in the older group. The group wedges out to the
west into paIe quartz-feldspar-mica gneisses and schists, but its distribution to the east and
elsewhere in Ivisårtoq remains to be determined by detailed mapping.

A major body of leucogabbro with minor anorthosite and melagabbro lies within the Mal
ene amphibolites in south-east Ivisårtoq. It tapers to the west, ending in a train of thin
lenses. The leucogabbro and the adjacent host amphibolites are severely disrupted by abun
dant pegmatites with subordinate granite, but there is little or no relative rotation of adja
cent blocks. The leucogabbro is identical in the field to leucogabbro-anorthosite complexes
elsewhere in the Godthåbsfjord region which are characterised by coarse megacrysts of pla
gioclase set in a plagioclase-hornblende matrix. Sorting of the megacrysts in the Ivisårtoq
leucogabbro has locally given rise to a primary layering, but primary textures are variably
deformed, feldspars commonly being elongated parallel to the regional mineral lineation
(fig. 2). In contrast the ramifying system of muscovite pegmatites is not deformed, although
it is believed to be related to a late period of tectonic disruption during the evolution of the
dornes and synclines. Dark mica is relatively common in the leucogabbro and may be related
to LIL metasomatism associated with injection of the pegmatites. Gabbroic amphibolites
which commonly overlie the leucogabbro complex may be an integral part of the lower
group of amphibolites or they may be differentiates derived from the complex itself. The
complex is underlain by a thin screen of heavily agmatised amphibolite and garnetiferous
gneiss which is continuous along strike with the lower group of amphibolites to the west. The
screen is in turn underlain by homogeneous grey gneisses regarded as Nilk gneisses. The leu
cogabbro complex is regarded as part of a differentiated body derived, like the Fiskenæsset
anorthosite complex, from a basaltic parental magma (Weaver et al., 1981) intruded in the
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form of a large laccolith into the Malene vo1canic pile. There is no evidence in the host rocks
to suggest that intrusion and differentiation took place at deep crustallevels.

Paie, locally micaceous, amphibolite dykes are common in parts of the higher levels of the
leucogabbro. Some containing feldspar crystals detached from the immediately adjacent
host leucogabbro are similar to dykes reported by Brewer et al. (1984) from the presumed
continuation of the Ivisårtoq leucogabbro south-east of Narssap serrnia. Parts of the upper
levels of the leucogabbro are also cut by low-angle sheets (c. 1 m thick) of grey, medium
grained biotite schist.

Paie grey-brown, medium-grained quartzofeldspathic gneisses and schists are prominent
west of the lower group of amphibolites in south-west Ivisårtoq (figs 1,4) where they reach a
maximum thickness of about 500 m. Similar gneisses and schists occur as extensive lenticular
sheets, or as thin seams elsewhere within the amphibolites of both groups. Some of these
thin seams are rich in quartz and have a distinctive orange weathering consequent on the
abundance of sulphides, especiaIly pyrite. Quartz, plagioclase, biotite and muscovite domi
nate the compositions of the gneisses and schists, but paIe brown amphibole, cordierite
(commonly replaced by pinite), microcline and garnet are abundant locally. Accessory min
erals include tourmaline, zircon, apatite, allanite, pyrite, chlorite, staurolite and sillimanite.
Compositional banding and a small-scale lenticular structure in some of the gneisses and
schists are probably primary bedding phenomena, but other primary structures such as grad
ing and cross-bedding were not seen. The gneisses and schists are commonly host to low-an
gie sheets of amphibolite, including gabbro. The paie gneisses and schists are similar to the
suite of leucocratic schists in the Ravns Storø Group near Fiskenæsset (Friend, 1976), but
they include only a few examples of lithotypes comparable with the metasedimentary
gneisses typical of the Malene rocks of north-west Buksefjorden (Beech & Chadwick, 1980).
The gneisses in north-west Buksefjorden were interpreted as detrital sediments with ad
mixtures of Mg-rich clay minerals, but an acid-intermediate pyroclastic origin is favoured for
most of the gneisses and schists in Ivisårtoq. Some of the thicker units may include deformed
dacitic or rhyolitic flows. Investigations of the mineralogy and chemistry are in hand.

Structure

The interpretation of the structure of Ivisårtoq in terms of a system of contemporaneous
dornes and synforms reported by Brewer et al. (1984) and Chadwick (1985), as opposed to a
system of superimposed folds (Hall & Friend, 1979), has received further support from data
collected in 1985. The dornes and synforms were superimposed on a flat-Iying complex of
tectonically interleaved sheets of Malene supracrustal rocks and Amitsoq gneisses (Hall &
Friend, 1979), the upper boundary of the principal Malene sheet in Ivisårtoq being interpre
ted as a tectonic slide (TI; figs 1,2) by Chadwick (1985). Whilst recognition of new details of
the Malene stratigraphy has been of special importance in revealing the hitherto unknown
asymmetry and extent of the syncline in the south of Ivisårtoq (KSS, figs 2,3), greater signifi
cance attaches to a new interpretation of the gneisses in south Ivisårtoq and Qangåtapiluit.

Hall & Friend (1979,1983), Brewer et al. (1984) and Chadwick (1985) were of the opinion
that the gneisses in the Central Ivisårtoq dorne, in Qangåtapiluit and in the south of Iv
isårtoq were all of Nfik affinity, although the presence of enclaves of Amitsoq gneisses in the
east of Qangåtapiluit is indicated by Hall (1981) and Hall & Friend (1983). This view was
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supported by interpretations of the isotope geochemistry of Nuk gneisses in the south-east of
the Ivisiirtoq region which implied that Amitsoq gneisses were not present at low structural
leveis, Le. below the principal Malene sheet in Ivisiirtoq (Robertson, 1985, in press). How
ever, mapping in 1985 has revealed widespread tracts of multiphase gneisses with pods of
amphibolite locally containing feldspar aggregates typical of C Ameralik dykes. Enclaves
characteristic of the Akilia association are lacking, but on the grounds of the occurrence of
what are presumed to be severely disrupted relics of Ameralik dykes, the gneisses are re
garded as Amitsoq (fig. 1). In south Ivisiirtoq these gneisses pass locally into schlieric
gneisses which in turn may be traced up into foliated, homogeneous grey granite sensu lato
(fig. 1). Comparable sequences occur in parts of Qangåtapiluit and within the Central Iv
isiirtoq dorne (figs 1,2), but they have not been examined in detail, and the affinity of much
of the multiphase gneiss in these areas remains equivocal. Transitions from Amitsoq gneiss
to granitic gneiss similar to those in south Ivisiirtoq (Iabelled Nuk foliated granite sensu lato;
fig. 1) are known from KangiIfngua (Chadwick et al., 1983; Hall & Friend, 1983) where the
granitic derivative (Ivisiirtoq granite gneiss) has yielded isochron ages of 2753 ± 41 Ma (Rb
Sr) and 2543 ± 300 Ma (Pb/Pb) (Robertson, 1985, in press). Robertson reported that the
Rb-Sr age is within error of the age of high-grade metamorphism of the Nuk gneisses in the
Ivisiirtoq region and it may indicate the time of partial melting, whilst the Pb/Pb age may in
dicate homogenisation of Pb isotopes at the time of emplacement of the Qorqut granite com
plex. Because the Ivisiirtoq granite gneiss is deformed by the dome-synform structures, it
follows that the system of dornes and synforms may be younger than c. 2750 Ma. Robertson
(in press) has suggested that the system may have developed during the interval c. 2650-2600
Ma.

Hall & Friend (1979) interpreted much of the multiphase gneisses in the west of Ivisiirtoq
as Amitsoq on the grounds of isotopic age data and the presence of Ameralik dykes on the
coast of Ujaragssuit piivat. Their interpretation was challenged by Chadwick (1985) on the
grounds that the isotopic age data were ambiguous and essential field criteria characteristic
of the Amitsoq gneisses were lacking in the gneisses inland. However, V. R. McGregor and
A. P. Nutman (personal communication, 1985) have also recognised discordant Ameralik
dykes and enclaves of ,Akilia rocks in coast outcrops of Ujaragssuit piivat, confirming the
presence of Amitsoq gneisses below the principal Malene sheet in the west. The position of
these gneisses at this structurallevel is consistent with the new interpretation of the multi
phase gneisses in the Central Ivisiirtoq dorne, in Qangåtapiluit and in south Ivisiirtoq. It is
also consistent with an interpretation of the Rb-Sr and Pb/Pb isotope geochemistry of Nuk
gneisses in Nunatarssuaq, the area south ofNarssap serrnia (fig. l), which suggests that they
were contaminated by Pb from Amitsoq gneisses occupying structural levels lower than
those in south Ivisiirtoq (M. A. Brewer, personal communication, 1985). This interpretation
is at variance with that proposed by Robertson (1985, in press) for Nuk gneisses elsewhere in
the Ivisiirtoq region, but discussion of the reasons for these confiicting views is not appropri
ate here.

If the multiphase gneisses in south Ivisårtoq are Amitsoq, it follows that the originallower
boundary of the principal Malene sheet was either a tectonic slide like the upper boundary
or it was an unconformity. Grey gneisses of presumed Nuk (and younger?) affinity intervene
between the Malene sheet and the underlying Amitsoq gneisses (figs 1,3), but because en
claves of Malene rocks are rare or absent in the grey gneisses, the lower boundary of the
Malene sheet in south Ivisårtoq must mark the original contact of the Malene rocks with the

6 Rapport Dr. 130
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Amitsoq gneisses, although pegmatite injections, hydrothermal effects and faulting have ob
scured details of its primary characteristics. In the absence of unambiguous evidence for an
unconformity, the original contact is regarded as a tectonic slide like the upper boundary.
This interpretation of the lower boundary in south Ivisårtoq has been extended to the rest of
the contact in Ivisårtoq and it is labelled TI (figs 1,2,3). In south-east Kangilingua the Nl1k
gneisses below the contact contain abundant enclaves of banded amphibolite and hence the
present Malene boundary may not coincide with the original slide TI. Most of the Nl1k or
younger granitic gneisses, including the Ivisårtoq granite gneiss, are concentrated either im
mediately above the slide T1 or immediately below the slide TI (figs 1,3).

Amitsoq gneisses above the slide TI in Kangilingua contain unambiguous discordant Am
eralik dykes and abundant enclaves of Akilia amphibolites, peridotites, and metamorphosed
banded iron formations in marked contrast to the presumed Amitsoq gneisses below the
slide TI which are characterised only by scattered pods of amphibolite (no discordances) of
C Ameralik dyke type, although Akilia enclaves have been reported from coastal outcrops
in the west (V. R. McGregor & A. P. Nutman, personal communication, 1985). The higher
level, unambiguous Amitsoq gneisses, here labelled Type 'B', are thus distinct from those la
belled Type 'A' at the lower tectonic level (figs 1,3). This difference is compatibie with the
Amitsoq gneisses above and below the Malene sheet having been brought together from
widely different areas by the tectonic interleaving. The directions and magnitudes of the dis
placements on the slides TI and T2 are unknown, although the persistence of TI elsewhere
in the Ivisårtoq region (Chadwick, 1985) suggests displacements were of the order of tens of
kilometres. The presence of Ameralik dykes in Amitsoq gneisses 'A' and 'B' indicates that
the original dyke swarm was widespread, but the lack of enclaves in Type 'B' suggests the
Akilia association had a more restricted distribution.

S fabrics in the Malene amphibolites and Nl1k gneisses in Ivisårtoq have been described in
terms of flattening or oblate strain phenomena believed to have developed during the period
of tectonic interleaving (Chadwick, 1985). Other fabrics have been recognised in 1985 in the
leucogabbro complex in south-east Ivisårtoq. Primary textures of feldspar are variably de
forrned with rapid changes in grain size taking place over small distances (c. 1 cm) in small
scale anastomosing shear zones broadly parallel to the regional S fabric and lithological
boundaries in adjacent Malene rocks. This style of deformation in the leucogabbro complex
has given rise to a coarse planar fabric similar to C fabrics in mylonites (Berthe et al., 1979),
C referring to 'cisaillement' or localised high-strain shear planes (Simpson, 1985). Least de
forrned parts of the leucogabbro survive in coarse pods or augen between the high strain
zones. S fabrics (Le. fabrics with the schistosity related to the shape principal finite strain
plane XY (X> Y>Z) indicated by deformed pillows, augen, etc.) in the Malene rocks and
younger gneisses are folded by the dome-synform structures, although it appears that these
fabrics were enhanced on the steep limbs of these structures during this period of deforma
tion. The relation between dome-synform structures and the C fabric in the leucogabbro
complex is not clear, although the fabric probably forrned at the same time as the S fabric in
the adjacent rocks.

Feldspars in the leucogabbro are variably elongated parallel to the regional mineral lin
eation coaxial with folds of the dome-synform system, the lineation being intense in the syn
forms and weak or absent in the dornes. The linear fabric is best seen in the Malene rocks as
a preferred orientation of amphiboles and in the Amitsoq gneisses as a quartz-feldspar rod
ding. Elongation of feldspar primocrysts in the leucogabbro complex, feldspar aggregates in
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Ameralik dykes and Malene discordant amphibolites and pillows in Malene amphibolites
show that the lineation is a shape finite maximum extension direction. The lineation and
coaxial dome-synform folds have variable plunge (fig. B) related to the form of the regional
structure, a characteristic indicating that the lineation forrned contemporaneously with the
dornes and synforms and is not an earlier feature rotated into parallelism with the younger
structures. The lineation and the S and C fabrics in south Ivisårtoq are locally deformed by
small-scale crinkles and chevron folds with shallow axes and axial surfaces. The significance
of these folds is uncertain, but they may be related to movements on faults (figs 1,2).

Brewer et al. (1984) have drawn attention to a suite of amphibolite dykes in Kangilingua
(figs 1,2) with rimmed aggregates of feldspar similar to those of C Ameralik dykes. The
dykes cut Amitsoq gneisses, Ameralik dykes (sensu stricta) and younger granitic gneiss (Iv
isårtoq granite gneiss; Robertson, 1985). The place of these dykes in the regional chronology
was uncertain, but investigations in 1985 have revealed not only more members of the suite
in Kangilingua but also their relative age.

The dykes are medium grained, 0.5-3 m thick and traceable along strike for up to 500 m.
Many occupy steep, sinistral shear zones trending north-east broadly parallel to axial sur
faces of folds parasitic on the dome-synform system in north-east Ivisårtoq. A few dykes are
coincident with axial surfaces. Planar and linear fabrics within the dykes are generally distri
buted asymmetrically, being more intense on one margin than the other. S fabrics, locally
with concordant thin seams or lenticles of pegmatitic neosome, are parallel to dyke bound
aries. The linear fabric of hornblende is broadly coaxial with the regionallineation related to
the dornes and synforms (fig. 2). Concordant sheets of paIe biotite granite (sensu lata) with
similar LS fabrics occur in some of the amphibolite dykes. The relative thickness of the gra
nite sheets indicates injection after the amphibolite, although their orientation and LS fab
rics suggest the acid and basaltic injections were broadly contemporaneous.

Because their geometry and fabrics are identical to those of the numerous sheets of peg
matite and granite coplanar with folds parasitic on the dome-synform system in Kangi1ingua
(Chadwick, 1985), the amphibolite dykes are regarded as having forrned contemporaneously
with the syntectonic acid injections. Although limited basaltic injections are known to have
been associated with the emplacement ofthe Amitsoq gneisses (Inaluk dykes, Isukasia; Nut
man, 1982) and the Nuk gneisses (Intra-Nuk dykes, Buksefjorden; Chadwick & Coe, 1983),
the amphibolite dykes in Kangi1ingua appear to be the first recorded examples of basic in
jections contemporaneous with late Archaean upright structures in the Godthåbsfjord re
gion.

Sheets and small irregular bodies of granite (sensu lata) and pegmatite younger than the
Nuk and other gneisses are very common in Ivisårtoq. The large subhorizontal sheets of peg
matite in the Malene outcrops in south Ivisårtoq and some of the steep sheets of pegmatite
and foliated granite in the core of SWIS (figs 1,2) may be correlated with the Qorqut granite
complex on the grounds of isotopic age data reported by Brown et al. (1981), but other peg
matites in the Malene outcrop which occupy necks of large boudins or the axial surfaces of
folds parasitic on the regional synclines (KSS and SWIS; figs 1,2) may be syntectonic like the
sheets of pegmatite, granite and amphibolite in KangiHngua.

Low-angle sheets and irregular intrusions of grey granite (sensu lata), commonly with a
spotty texture of quartz and feldspar cored by sphene, magnetite or biotite in Qangåtapiluit
and south Ivisårtoq (Brewer et al., 1984), have variably intense S or LS fabrics which are
parallel to the margins in the sheets, or curve parallel to sinuous contacts of irregular bodies.
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Many of the sheets appear to have been injected into active shear zones, whilst others are
cut by shear zones with searns of pegmatite or granite. The irregular bodies may have an out
crop area of a few hundred square metres, whilst others form stockworks of thin, discontinu
ous sheets and lenses. Small xenoliths of the host gneisses are relatively common. The form
of some of the stockworks suggests intrusion was assisted by stoping. The relative age of
these granites, in particular the sphene granites in Qangåtapiluit, remains equivocal. On the
one hand, they might be regarded as parts of stockworks above diapirs associated with the
doming, but equally they may be younger than the dornes because their fabrics bear no con
sistent relation to the structures they intrude.

The principal faults in Ivisårtoq (figs 1,2) are part of the complex regional system of frac
tures outlined by Brewer et al. (1984). Some are marked by mylonites a few metres thick,
whilst others appear to be higher level phenomena characterised by more brittle deforma
tion. The principal faults displace the early Proterozoic north-south MD dykes (not shown
in figs 1,2) but in east lvisårtoq fracture systems containing thin veneers of epidote appear to
be older than steep acid dykes comparable with early Proterozoic acid dykes in Isukasia (Ka
Isbeek & Taylor, 1983). An early Proterozoic age is thus indicated for many of the faults in
Ivisårtoq. Many faults contain crush zones, quartz and epidote veins and reddened feld
spars. The steep fault cutting the Malene rocks in south Ivisårtoq (figs 1,2) is locally rich in
sulphides, including pyrite and pyrrhotite. Faults with shallow dip are common in the
gneisses of south Ivisårtoq but their role in the regional fracture system is uncertain.
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